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Purpose and Executive Summary:
The Committee draws to the attention of Board members, the following:
24 September 2019
Monthly Finance Report – Month 5: The year to date forecast outturn is on plan
but it is still not possible to reduce the forecast outturn net risk of c£5.5m deficit. The
unidentified £4.2m Quality, Innovation, Productivity and Prevention savings is being
released into the financial position each month, as it is unlikely to be delivered. The
financial pressures include the RBFT, South Warwickshire, Gloucestershire, Circle
SCAS 999, Mental Health NCA’s and non-emergency patient transport contracts. It
is becoming increasingly likely that the prescribing cost risk driven by Category M
drug and price increases will crystallise, as the year to date data is indicating an
overspend of c£3.0m.
Draft Financial 5 Year Plan: The Committee supported the approach taken by the
Oxfordshire system in the draft submission, however, the plan indicates growing
financial pressures, and this is likely to necessitate OCCG and the wider system
commencing a financial recovery process in the Autumn 2019. The Committee noted
OUH’s financial deficit built into the draft submission and acknowledged the impact
this may have on other contracts in the Oxfordshire system.
Berkshire, Oxfordshire and Buckinghamshire Integrated Care System
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) and Financial Framework: The ICS must
sign-up to the MoU before transformation funding is released. Every organisation
within the ICS must consent to proceed. The financial framework presented in this
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meeting is a first draft, designed to guide the work of the ICS.
Savings Plan 2019/20: The forecast outturn is still above the plan at c£15.8m.
Prescribing Incentives Scheme: There is 100% engagement by GP practices with
the work of the Medicines Optimisation Team, however, the level of engagement
varied between practices. The practices which engage the least, are prioritised by
the Team to explore where the maximum savings can be identified. The Committee
agreed that a formal process is required on the means for identifying practices that
are engaging less and exploring further savings opportunities with them.
OCCG Approach to Care Homes Contracts for 2020/21: Oxfordshire’s care
homes are amongst the best performing in the country in terms of number of
admissions to hospital and length of stay of care homes patients in hospital. OCCG
spends a significant amount of money supporting care home patients, and this is
reflected in outcomes in terms of quality of services and the level of patients referred
to acute services. There is a clinical audit underway in care homes, looking at
interactions undertaken to prevent admissions to hospitals. The proposal is for all
current providers to co-produce the development of future support networks to care
homes during the autumn and early winter, when the content of the new GP contract
is known. This will allow for an alignment of current services, within a clear
specification, which in turn allows the PCNs to provide the required support and
utilising the specialisms within Oxford Health NHS Trust. This is an opportunity to
reduce overlap of services and to create health care teams around the care homes.
Continuing Health Care - Authorisation Policy: This new policy particularly relates
to high-cost authorisations for patients. The Committee endorsed the new CHC
authorisation policy.
24 October 2019
Review of Updates to the Financial 5 Year Plan Submission:
• OCCG financial position has not materially changed from when it was
presented at the September Finance Committee. A deficit of c£12.0m is
forecast for 2020/21. OCCG will return to surplus in 2022/23 and will continue
to build on this in 2023/24, bringing the OCCG to just above the 1% surplus
target.
• OCCGs financial position has been aligned with Oxford University Hospitals
(OUH) but there is a c£5.0m difference between OCCG and Oxford Health
(OH). The impact of closing the alignment gaps for OH and OUH’s financial
positions are the largest drivers for the OCCG forecast deficit.
• The Committee discussed, given the level of deficit and cash position, the
merits of a ‘turnaround’ approach led by ICS CEOs’ rather than a financial
recovery plan.
• The Committee agreed that work to address the forecast deficits should
progress at pace to ensure delivery at the required level within 12 months.
The Committee noted that the next step is for the Berkshire, Oxfordshire and
Buckinghamshire ICS Senior Leadership Group and CEOs to respond to the
proposals set out in the financial plan.
Risk to the Prescribing Budget 2019/20: The Committee received a report setting
out the significant challenges facing OCCG in relation to the primary care prescribing
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budget. The pressures from external factors such as drug price and population
increase, have resulted in a potential £4.0m overspend, based on the latest data.
The current overspend is posing a risk to continued engagement of GP practices in
the Prescribing Incentives Scheme, due to some practices viewing the gateway for
achieving the prescribing budget as unlikely to be achievable. The Committee
resolved that further work was required to look at the engagement issue on a costbenefit basis.
20 November 2019
Integrated Care Partnership: The Committee received an update on the
development, including the vision statements and noted a ‘Target Operating Model’
for the ICP is being developed through a task and finish group, and next steps will be
discussed further at the leaders group this month. The next update will be at the
December Board workshop.
Continuing Health Care (CHC): The Committee review and approved the CHC
Equity and Choice Policy, subject to changes agreed at the meeting. This policy
supports OCCG in the management of package costs for patients receiving
community care.
Report on Findings from the Clinical Audit to Prevent Admission to Hospitals:
The Committee received an overview and update of the findings from the clinical
audit to prevent admissions to hospitals. The final option paper comes to the January
Committee.
Proposal for OCCG Approach to Care Homes Contracts for 2020/21: The
Committee noted the proposal and will receive quarterly updates on the pilots.
Monthly Finance Report – Month 7: The year to date forecast outturn is on plan
but it is still not possible to reduce the forecast outturn net risk of c£5.5m deficit. The
pressures within the CHC and prescribing budgets will require ongoing careful
management. The Committee requested further assurance on the over-performance
of ‘other’ NHS providers, including how substantial the over-performance is and to
ensure the forecast outturn fully reflects the current trends.
Savings Plan 2019/20: There will be a review of the figures for medicines
management within the savings plan at the next Finance Committee, to provide an
update on the budget and activity levels, and to clarify if there have been any
underlying changes that have been made that have to control the YTD spend (Q3
cycle).
2020/21 ‘System’ Financial Plans: The Committee noted that the latest combined
forecast financial deficit position for Oxfordshire is c1.5% of turnover and when
added to the national (in-built) efficiency saving of 1.6%, it results in an efficiency
target in excess of 3.0%. The Committee requested that robust assurance and
delivery plans be put in place in terms of financial recovery and will review the
robustness of revised plans required in January.
Pooled Budgets: The Committee noted:
• that there were two areas within the adult’s pooled budget, which may impact
negatively on the CCG bottom line, Acquired Brain Injury (ABI) and adult social
care abated clients,
• the Better Care Fund (BCF) pooled budget is showing a £0.7m underspend on
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OCCG’s side of the pooled budget at month 6,
• the significant overspend within the Nursing Homes planned budget,
• that 72% of the budget for eligible carers has been spent at month 7.
The Committee is still concerned that the Home Assessment Reablement Team
service is showing a £0.6m underspend at month 6, primarily due to patients who are
delayed in hospital awaiting this service and a decrease in the number of Hospital
Discharge and Reablement Service (HDRS) episodes. The effect of this is seen in a
forecast outturn underspend of £1.4m within the HART service.
Update on New Equipment Provider: The Committee noted the good outcomes
achieve, including the c£140k cost avoidance value of recycled items in the first 6
months and forecast outturn of £1.5m, £300k below budget.
Commissioning Intentions: The Committee agreed that the commissioning
intentions needed to be strengthened in terms of value for money, delivery and
system financial recovery.
Engagement: clinical, stakeholder and public/patient:
The Committee received a report at its November meeting on consultation with
service users and carers in relation to the Continuing Healthcare Equity and Choice
Policy.
Financial Implications of Paper:
OCCG is forecasting a net c£5.5m of unmitigated financial risk for 2019/20. The
Committee will receive a more detail update in relation to financial risk and savings
schemes at its January meeting.
The 2020/21 draft financial plan does not deliver the NHS business rules and a
financial recovery plan is required to address the underlying deficits forecast by
Oxfordshire CCG and its main NHS providers.
Action Required:
The detailed work of the Finance Committee provides further assurance to the Board
that OCCG is managing its finances effectively and in accordance with the financial
plans and budgets approved by this Board. Board members are asked to consider if
they are receiving enough information in the Board’s finance report and through the
minutes of Committee meetings to assure themselves in relation to OCCG’s financial
performance.
The Committee requested assurance around the role of OCCG board and Finance
Committee as we progress towards system wide control totals.
OCCG Priorities Supported (please delete tick as appropriate)

Operational Delivery
Transforming Health and Care
Devolution and Integration
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Empowering Patients
Engaging Communities
System Leadership
Equality Analysis Outcome:
Not applicable in the context of the matters under review at this meeting.
Link to Risk:
AF25, there is a risk that cost pressures against OCCGs allocation will lead to
non-delivery of OCCG's statutory financial duty and NHSE business rules for
CCG's: In-year, OCCG is forecasting that it will meet NHSE business rules but
further assurance is required by the Finance Committee in relation to the
management of the underlying financial position carried forward and saving scheme
delivery in 2020/21.
762, the financial reporting information from OCC hosted pooled budgets is
subject to too much uncertainty and variability, which creates a risk that
effective management action cannot be taken or is sub-optimal and this may
lead to financial losses: The Audit Committee is taking the lead in terms of further
governance assurance but the risk is now assessed as ‘moderate’ following
agreement on the basis of financial risk share with Oxfordshire County Council.
Author: Duncan Smith, Lay Member, Chair OCCG Finance Committee.
Clinical / Executive Lead: Gareth Kenworthy, Director of Finance.
Date of Paper: 10th January 2020.
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Oxfordshire
Clinical Commissioning Group
MINUTES:
Oxfordshire Clinical Commissioning Group Finance Committee
Held on 24th September 2019 in Room 1
Present

In Attendance

Apologies

Duncan Smith

Lay Member for Finance - Chair

(DS)

Diane Hedges

Chief Operating Officer and Deputy Chief Executive

(DH)

Jenny Simpson

Deputy Director of Finance

(JS)

Dr Ed Capo-Bianco

Locality Clinical Director South East Oxfordshire

(ECB)

Muktak Goyal

PMO Manager

(MG)

Claire Critchley

Lead Pharmacist for Medicines Optimisations

(CC)

Ross Burton

Medicines Optimisation Pharmacist

(RB)

Cecile Coignet

Head of BI and Digital Transformation

Rachel Pirie

Commissioning and Markets Lead for Older People

(RP)

Sakina Bi

Senior Commissioning Manager

(SB)

Liam Albazzaz

Finance Trainee

(LA)

Will Johnsen

Executive Assistant – Minute Taker

(WJ)

Gareth Kenworthy

Director of Finance

(GK)

Roger Dickinson

Lay Vice Chair

(RD)

(CCo)

Action
2.1

Declarations of Conflicts of Interest Pertaining to Agenda Items
There were no declarations of interest from members of the meeting
relating to items or papers on the agenda.
Confirmation of meeting quorum
The chair declared the meeting quorate.

3.1

Minutes of the Meeting Held on 23rd July 2019
The minutes of the meeting on the 23rd July were agreed with no
proposed changes or amendments.

3.2

Matters Arising and Action Tracker
The action tracker was reviewed and updated.

4.0

Annual Operation Plan and Budget

4.1

Monthly Finance Report – Month 5
JS presented the paper to the Committee. The year to date (YTD)
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forecast outturn is on plan and it is still not possible to reduce the
forecast outturn net risk of c£5.5m. The unidentified Quality, Innovation,
Productivity and Prevention (QIPP) is being released into the financial
position each month.
JS flagged the financial pressures that are included in the forecast
outturn; RBFT, South Warwickshire and Gloucestershire Acute, Circle
(one of the independents), SCAS 999, Mental Health NCA’s and nonemergency patient transport contracts.
JS flagged an issue raised by the NEPT budget holder regarding the
dialysis units in Oxford. Due to staffing vacancy issues in the units, they
may need to move patients to other sites, which will further impact on
the transport budget.
JS flagged that OCCG have received further Sustainability and
Transformation Partnership (STP) allocation funding. OCCG are
accounting for the allocations separately from core CCG funds, within
other programme costs. When it is agreed how the allocation will be
split across the Buckinghamshire, Oxfordshire and Berkshire CCG’s,
OCCG will receive invoices from Buckinghamshire and Berkshire CCG’s
and a virement will be completed to move the OCCG allocations into the
appropriate service line within the OCCG budget.
JS reported that currently, the full risk around the prescribing is not
reflected in the forecast outturn. It is becoming increasingly likely that
the risk will crystallise, as the data in the finance report is indicating a
potential overspend of c£3.0m. It is proposed this will be reflected in the
forecast outturn in next month’s report.
DS recommended the OCCG Executive Team meet to carry out a full
six-month financial review.
Action: WJ / Exec Team

(19.22)
WJ

CC reported that overspend in the prescribing budget seems likely.
There is a £4.2m QIPP saving target built into the budget and this is
unlikely to be met, although savings are still being made. A large
proportion of the overspend and gap between savings and targets is a
result of Category M drugs and price increases. RB fed back Category
M drugs price increases will impact the budget by c£150k per month
from August onwards.
CC flagged that there has been a population increase in Oxfordshire by
over 2%, compared with 1.0-1.3% in Buckinghamshire and West
Berkshire, which is driving increased costs. The overall spend/patient
remains below the national average.
RB reported there is a large amount of NCSO drugs prescriptions being
granted by the Department of Health (DoH), which has impacted the
budget by c£440k so far this year. When the NCSO drugs come off the
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concession pricing, the DoH adjusts the tariff price every 3 months to be
the average cost of what pharmacies have been purchasing over the
last 6 months. This often results in inflated prices and presents a
significant pressure to the prescribing budget. The adjusted tariff prices
are impacting on the prescribing budget by c£665k on top of the c£440k
already stated.
4.2

Locality Reporting
CCo presented screenshots of the new Primary Care Dashboard and
demonstrated how the dashboard can be customised to generate
different sets of information. CCo explained levels of activity and costs
could be analysed at different levels; PCN’s, GP Practices and patients.
This dashboard was presented to the PCN’s at a recent engagement
event. Work is taking place to ensure staff within primary care will have
access to the dashboard.
DH suggested that the dashboard should be simultaneously developed
across the Buckinghamshire, Oxfordshire and Berkshire (BOB) CCG’s.
DH queried if all the CCG’s are engaging with the development of the
dashboard, as if one of the BOB CCG’s are not intending to use the
dashboard, it is important to know why.
Action: CCo to provide a list of CCG’s that are engaging with
developing the Primary Care Dashboard.

(19.23)
CCo

DS recommended the head of Business Intelligence continues to
develop the Primary Care Dashboard and to consider how it can be
used for future strategic work in conjunction with clinical directors.
DH requested DS to share queries that he would like the new
dashboard to be able to provide an answer for, so that CCo could
explore the depth of information the dashboard can generate.
Action: DS
4.3

(19.24)
DS

Financial 5 Year Plan
JS presented the Financial 5 Year Plan report to the Committee. The
planning process for this year has been started earlier than in previous
years and the plans are now being submitted on a system-wide
Integrated Care System (ICS) basis. All the organisations within BOB
have all submitted first draft plans in advance of the first draft
submission deadline on the 27th September. Information in this report
has been reviewed by a recent Financial Oversight Group (FOG) for the
ICS and the NHS England Regional Director of Finance.
JS reported there will be a follow-up submission in November 2019,
after which, OCCG will complete operational planning from January to
March 2020 and there will be a refresh of the STP ICS plan after March.
The Committee fed back that they support the approach taken by the
Oxfordshire system in the draft submission. However, the plans indicate
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growing financial pressures and this is likely to necessitate OCCG and
the wider system commencing a financial recovery process in Autumn
2019.
The Committee recognised there may be further negotiation around
activity levels and investment in terms of Oxford Health’s bottom line.
The Committee noted there are limited material efficiency savings built
in at this point for 2020/21 and the Committee queried whether the next
version of the submission will include more material efficiency targets.
The Committee noted OUH’s financial deficit built into the draft
submission and acknowledged the impact this may have on other
contracts in the Oxfordshire system.
DH requested further information on what is driving the OUH deficit. JS
reported the plan is a first view of all the organisational plans together
and that the FOG will look deeper into the drivers of the deficits in the
next version.
The Committee requested if there are material changes to the plan, that
these should be reported back to the Finance Committee. GK should
ensure that collectively the OCCG Executive Team are also agreed on
changes to the plan.
Action: GK
The Committee agreed to have an additional Finance Committee
meeting towards the end of October to review any updates to the
Financial 5 Year Plan Submission.
Action: WJ
4.4

(19.25)
GK

(19.26)
WJ

BOB MoU and Financial Framework
JS presented the BOB ICS MoU and Financial Framework document on
behalf of GK. JS explained the Integrated Care System (ICS) needs to
sign-up to the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU), before
transformation funding is released. Every organisation within the ICS
must consent to proceed. The financial framework presented in this
meeting is a first draft to guide the work of the ICS. The Committee
agreed to review the Framework and MoU and provide feedback.
DS queried why the framework isn’t being drawn up nationally for this
piece of work instead of being done individually. DS recommended this
piece of work should be completed once, on a national level.
Principle 1: Where there is the opportunity we will manage the system
position by working collectively together.
The Committee agreed this principle with no comments.
Principle 2: We will operate with open book transparency, sharing will
be the norm unless there is a stated overriding reason not to.
The Committee endorsed an ‘open book’ approach and discussed
potential reasons for non-transparency such as procurement and
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conflicts of interests. The Committee agreed it would expect to be
transparent but specific examples of exceptions should be included
within the principle. DH suggested there could be a catch-all term for
exceptions but ‘overriding reasons is likely to be too general.
Principle 3: We will provide mutual support but hold each other to
account for delivery in a fair and professional manner.
The Committee agreed this principle with no comments.
Principle 4: We will not make uni/bilateral decisions which will impact on
the wider system without consultation and agreement.
DH suggested there should be a caveat in this principle around
exceptions to making decisions that affect others in the system without
consultation, due to timing issues where a decision must be made and
without causing an unreasonable delay. DS suggested referencing
‘materiality’ within the principle. Not all decisions should come across to
BOB ICS.
Principle 5: We will seek to manage the impact of system financial
decisions in a fair manner across our organisations.
The Committee agreed this principle with no comments.
DH suggested having an additional principle as ‘Principle 1’ around
‘Patient benefit should be the driving/overriding factor in decision
making’.
Action: GK to review and update the principles based on the feedback
from the Finance Committee

(19.27)
GK

Financial Rules
DS recommended that a baseline review is carried out to give a better
understanding in relation to financial risk, of the underlying challenges in
financial position for other systems. This will help to reduce any
unexpected issues when the control totals are set next financial year.
Action: GK

(19.28)
GK

The Committee agreed that, given the significance of change to working
patterns and desire to working collectively, the system will need to
agree a collective approach to due diligence, assurance, undertaking
risk assessments and understanding of the baseline figures.
DS commented it is unclear about where or how financial decisions will
be taken within the system. The Committee recommended that
organisations within the system need to come to an early agreement
about ways to work more effectively together in terms of decision
making, with a scheme of delegation and matters reserved for individual
organisations.
DS mentioned that it is not included in the document how OCCG will
receive independent assurance in respect of financial positions,
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forecasts and saving plan delivery on Oxfordshire organisations and
other parts of the BOB system.
In relation to provider financial recovery plans, DH recommended to add
that the CCG would expect to receive independent assurance in terms
of delivery against recovery plans in individual organisations.
DS recommended removing the inclusion of the date for which the BOB
CCG’s intend to merge as a single CCG. DH recommended this could
be changed to ‘The long term plan signals that the ICS expects the
CCG’s to be co-terminus. The CCG’s are reflecting on the implications
of this, plans for a single management structure and any case for
change for a merger.’
System Activities:
The Committee agreed the key systems activities set out in the
document and made the following recommendations:
4. System Payment Mechanisms, aligned incentive and contract
approaches
The Committee recommended removing the tick under the ‘Year 1
(19/20)’ for ‘Blended payment mechanisms between CCG’s and
providers in place’. DH requested addition of text that reflects the way
system payment mechanisms are working to manage risk in 2019/20.
Action: GK
6. System financial governance arrangements (to enable timely action
on system-wide challenges)
DS requested a scheme of delegation to be wrapped around the system
financial governance arrangements to be clear where decisions are
made and who is making them in the intervening period 2019/20 –
20/21.
Action: GK
DS will send on further comments for the BOB MoU and Financial
Framework.
Action: DS
5.0

Financial Risk and Mitigation

5.1

Assurance – Risk Register
The Committee noted the updated risk register. Strategic risks were
discussed at the last Board meeting. The Finance Committee will take
an update of the strategic and operational finance risks at the meeting in
November.
Action: WJ to add to agenda for November meeting.

6.0

Savings Plan

6.1

Savings Plan 2019/20
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MG presented the savings plan for 2019/20 to the Committee. MG
reported the YTD position as c£5.9m compared to the plan of c£5.8m.
The forecast outturn is still above the plan at c£15.8m.
MG fed back there is currently a benchmarking exercise being
completed with the Planned Care Team, which was mentioned at the
last Finance Committee. The Head of Planned Care has fed back there
will be more progress to report on at the next Finance Committee. DS
requested an update to be sent out by the end of October.
Action: MG
6.2

(19.33)
MG

Prescribing Incentives Scheme
CC reported 100% engagement by GP practices with the work of the
Medicines Optimisation Team, however, the level of engagement varied
between practices. The practices which engage the least are prioritised
to explore where the maximum savings can be identified. CC fed back
plans to engage with the PCN’s to explore further savings opportunities.
DH requested for more of a formal process on the means for identifying
practices that are engaging less and exploring further savings
opportunities with them. DH queried whether the Medicines
Optimisation Team has explored options for public engagement and
consultation to support GP’s in no longer being able to prescribe certain
unaffordable high-cost medications.
Action: CC

(19.34)
CC

CC reported c£518k was paid by the Prescribing Incentives Scheme
(PIS) to practices for achieving prescribing targets in 2018. The quality
audit for the PIS reported a 91% achievement rate.
DH requested CC arranges for DH and a small internal group, including
GP involvement, to meet to discuss if there are actions to be taken to
avoid savings opportunities being lost due to practices disengaging with
the PIS, if they are forecasting an overspend.
Action: CC
7.0

Oxfordshire Care Homes

7.1

OCCG Approach to Care Homes Contracts for 2020/21
RP presented the paper to the Committee.

(19.35)
CC

RP reported Oxfordshire Care Homes are amongst the best performing
in the country in terms of number of admission to hospital and length of
stay of care homes patients in hospital. OCCG spends a significant
amount of money supporting care home patients, and this is reflected in
outcomes in terms of quality of services and the amount of patients
appearing in acute services.
RP fed back there is a clinical audit underway in care homes, looking at
interactions undertaken to prevent admissions to hospitals. RP offered
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to report back at the next Finance Committee to share the findings with
the Finance Committee.
Action: WJ to add to the November agenda. RP to present.

(19.36)
WJ/RP

RP introduced the review as Committee members may not have had
time to review them thoroughly.
The proposal is for all current providers to co-produce the development
of future support networks to care homes during the autumn and early
winter, when the content of the new GP contract is known. This will
allow for an alignment of current services, within a clear specification,
which allows the PCNs to provide the required support and utilising the
specialisms within Oxford Health. This is an opportunity to reduce
overlap of services and to create health care teams around the care
homes.
If we were to make a change then this would require notice to be given
to current providers i.e. Oxford Health for the Care Home Support
Service (CHSS) contract, the Mental Health Nurses Service contract,
and to the GPs. Given current notice periods if given immediately, the
current services would not change until March 31st 2020. It was
acknowledged that any change to the current support would need to
ensure that the good outcomes were maintained and services continued
to impact on reducing the impact on acute services.
DH highlighted that there is a financial shortfall in the next financial year
for pharmacy funding for care homes and this will need to be absorbed
within the resources OCCG has available.
The Committee noted the paper and agreed to circulate feedback on the
paper to RP. The paper tabled at this meeting will be taken as a formal
paper at the next Finance Committee meeting.
Action: WJ to add to agenda
Additional comment by DH on 26.09.2019 sent via e-mail to Committee
members following the meeting:
DH recommended OCCG should wait for the new National Care Homes
contract and suggested RP presents a detailed proposal and review of
the audit findings, expected benefits and risks before serving notice for
the Oxford Health contracts. Any notices served will happen at the same
time in December, or OCCG should work towards an integrated model
using contracts or other options. An updated version of the paper should
come to the next Finance Committee in November.
Action: RP
8.0

Continuing Health Care

8.1

Authorisation Policy – CHC Oxfordshire
SB presented the authorisation policy to the Committee. The policy
relates particularly to high-cost authorisations for patients within the
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Continuing Health Care (CHC) service. The policy sets out the level of
information and detail that is required by the CCG and OH for approval
of high-cost applications for CHC, as well as parameters for spend. SB
reported we receive between 3-4 applications per week with some
variation.
RP reported the aim of developing this policy is to give a better
oversight of the variation of costs. The policy ensures OCCG is
compliant with the scheme of delegation for decision making. This
policy is one of several that will come to the Finance Committee over
the coming months.
JS highlighted that the CHC scheme may not be fully aligned with the
CCGs Standing Orders/SFIs, Scheme of Delegation. There may be a
requirement to have a higher level of authorisation for some of the highcost packages suggested in the document. RP agreed to double-check
the approval limits.
Action: RP
The Committee endorsed the new CHC authorisation policy and
recommended to the Board that there is an exception to the CCGs
Standing Orders/SFIs, Scheme of Delegation for this particular policy.
DS will brief RD to ensure he is agreed before recommending to the
Board.
Action: DS
9.0

Integrated Performance Report

9.1

IPR Report Update – including HART Cost of Services
DS reported no particular issues with the report and it would be
examined in more detail at the Board meeting on 26th September.

10.0

Effectiveness of the Finance Committee

10.1

Review of the Workplan
The workplan was reviewed by the Committee.

(19.38)
RP

(19.39)
DS

DS requested a detailed picture of the savings plan for 2019/20 for the
November meeting.
Action: MG

(19.40)
MG

DS requested an update on the commissioning intentions for the
November meeting.
Action: GK/HM

(19.41)
GK/HM

DS requested a paper to set out metrics for demonstrating value for
money to be presented at the Finance Committee in November.
Action: GK/JS

(19.42)
GK/JS
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11.1

Meeting Review
DS recommended early circulation and invitation of comments outside
the meeting for documents such as the MoU at future meetings to
reduce the amount of time spent in the Committee on the detail.
DS recommended a cut-off of the Friday before the week of the
Committee, where papers arriving after that time will not be taken to the
Committee. A presentation could be acceptable for urgent items that
need to be covered.

12.1

Any Other Business
No other business.

13.1

Date of Next Meeting:
Short Meeting - 24th October 2019, 14:30 – 15:30 in CRB
Full Meeting - 20th November 2019, 14:00 – 16:30 in Rooms 3 & 4
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Oxfordshire
Clinical Commissioning Group
MINUTES:
OCCG Finance Committee
Held on 24th October 2019
Present

Apologies

Duncan Smith

Lay Member for Finance - Chair

(DS)

Roger Dickinson

Lay Vice Chair

(RD)

Gareth Kenworthy

Director of Finance

(GK)

Diane Hedges

Chief Operating Officer and Deputy Chief Executive (DH)

Ed Capo-Bianco

Locality Clinical Director South East Oxfordshire

(ECB)

Jenny Simpson

Deputy Director of Finance

(JS)

Hannah Mills

Head of Contracting and Procurement

(HM)

Sara Wilds

Head of Urgent Care and Medicines Optimisation

(SW)

Claire Critchley

Lead Pharmacist for Medicines Optimisation

(CC)

Lou Patten

Chief Executive Officer

(LP)

Action
1. Declarations of Conflicts of Interest Pertaining to Agenda Items
and Confirmation of Meeting Quorum
GK declared that he is seconded into the BOB Integrated Care System
(ICS) as the Finance Lead. Conflict noted, however, the Chair having
consulted with other members of the Committee agreed that the
conflicted party can participate in discussion and decision.
ECB declared he is a General Practitioner who engages with the
Prescribing Initiatives Scheme through his practice. The Committee
agreed ECB could express an opinion from a practice perspective but
would not be present during the discussion and decision-making for the
Risk to Prescribing Budget 2019/20 item.
2. Review of Updates to the Financial 5 Year Plan Submission
GK and JS presented the paper for this item to the Committee.
JS explained the overall OCCG financial position remains similar to
when it was presented at the last Finance Committee. A deficit of
c£12m is forecast for 2020/21. OCCG will return to surplus in 2022/23
and will continue to build on this in 2023/24, bringing the OCCG to just
above the 1% surplus target.
GK highlighted the alignment gap between OCCG and Oxford
University Hospitals (OUH) has a c£5.5m impact on OCCG’s 2020/21
financial position. In addition, there was a c£5.0m alignment difference
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between OCCG and Oxford Health (OH). The impact of closing the
alignment gaps for OH and OUH’s financial position are the largest
drivers for the OCCG forecast deficit.
GK reported the financial position this year has been managed on a
largely non-recurrent basis. GK reported the current gap of c£12.5m in
the financial plan is unlikely to be closed by contract negotiations this
round.
GK presented the financial narrative for inclusion in the long-term plan
submission, as discussed in the last Executive Committee earlier this
week. The narrative explains that all organisations within the ICS are
forecasting a carry forward recurrent deficit from this financial year. The
narrative sets out the requirement for system-wide financial recovery
work and the need to moderate ambitions around long-term plan
deliverables.
GK highlighted design and enhancement of controls for elective referral
management with the aim to reduce referrals to the acute sector as an
opportunity for financial recovery. Engaging Primary Care Networks
(PCNs) and utilising their potential to act on case management for
particular patient cohorts to lessen the demand on urgent care, is
another opportunity to support financial recovery.
DS recommended given the level of deficit and cash position, a
‘turnaround’ approach led by ICS CEOs’ should be adopted rather than
a financial recovery plan (FRP). The approach would incorporate
financial recovery but be more stringent in terms of stopping
discretionary spend and focusing in on cash before any new investment
in services. The system has to protect its cash position. It would also
ensure wider CEO and management team engagement, with a stronger
message, as FRP had become embedded over the last few years. DH
recommended if the OCCG is to take a turnaround approach, it is best
to do this before contracts are agreed to avoid working backwards with
a large financial gap. DS suggested the work should progress at pace to
ensure delivery at the required level within 12 months.
DH recommended setting up a discussion with the network of PCNs to
request for primary care to nominate members to join the discussion
around how the funding is allocated to services. This will be discussed
further in the Distributing the Oxfordshire Pound (DOP) meetings.
GK reported the next step is for the ICS Senior Leadership Group and
CEOs of the ICS to respond to the proposals set out in the plan.
DS requested assurance around the role of OCCG board and Finance
Committee as we progress towards system wide control totals. Closer
working with other CCG’s may be required to avoid duplication of work.
DS suggested there is a financial sustainability issue within the
Oxfordshire system in relation to one of the main NHS health care
providers, which will need to be resolved.
Following a comprehensive review, the Committee resolved to note the
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financial plan and requested that consideration be given to taking a
financial turnaround approach to address the financial deficits and
sustainability challenges.
Action: Report back to CEOs and BOB financial oversight group

(19.43)
GK

3. Protocol for Changes and an In-Year Financial Forecast
The Committee noted the paper for this agenda item. GK explained this
paper has significant implication for the OCCG Board, together with the
Finance and Audit committees. Following scrutiny, the Committee
recommended that this paper should be taken to the OCCG Board.
Action: To include within the next Board financial reporting pack.

(19.44)
JS

4. Risk to Prescribing Budget 2019/20
DS welcomed SW and CC to the Finance Committee to present on the
prescribing budget item.
SW explained there are significant challenges this year in terms of the
primary care prescribing budget. The pressures from external factors
such as drug price and population increases have resulted in a potential
£4.0m overspend based on the latest data. The current overspend is
posing a risk to continued engagement of GP practices in the
Prescribing Incentives Scheme (PIS) due to some practices viewing the
gateway for achieving the prescribing budget as unlikely to be
achievable. This is posing a risk of a fall in engagement not only to the
PIS but the other initiatives of the prescribing team as well. A loss of
engagement now could result in damage to OCCG’s reputation and a
further loss of engagement in prescribing initiatives in the future.
The prescribing team is seeking permission from the Finance
Committee to adapt the PIS, particularly in relation to the gateway of
achievement to mitigate the risk of loss of engagement.
ECB explained the money from the scheme goes back into the practices
to provide services for patients. There is a risk of loss of faith in the PIS
if the scheme cannot be sustained at least in part for the rest of the
year.
The Committee resolved that further work was required to look at the
engagement issue on a cost:benefit basis.
Action: SW offered to complete work to quantify the money saved from
practices positively engaging with the PIS against the money saved if
OCCG were not to pay out from the scheme.

(19.45)
SW

GK expressed disappointment that, given the successes of the previous
PIS’s and OCCG’s flexibility with paying out from the Scheme, that
practices were thinking about disengaging with the scheme on the first
occasion there is a risk to their potential income from the scheme.
The Committee noted the paper and resolved that the final decision
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should referred back to the Senior Management Team following the
completion of the cost:benefit analysis. However, the Committee was
open to a full report if the decision could wait until the November
meeting.
5. Any Other Business
None discussed.
6. Date of Next Meeting
20th November 2019 in Rooms 3 & 4, 14:00 – 16:30
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Oxfordshire
Clinical Commissioning Group
MINUTES:
OXFORDSHIRE CLINICAL COMMISSIONING GROUP FINANCE COMMITTEE
Held on 20th November 2019, 14:00 – 16:30
Rooms 3 & 4, Jubilee House
Present

In Attendance

Apologies

Duncan Smith

Lay Member for Finance – Chair

(DS)

Roger Dickinson

Lay Vice Chair

(RD)

Louise Patten

Chief Executive Officer for OCCG

(LP)

Gareth Kenworthy

Director of Finance

(GK)

Diane Hedges

Chief Operating Officer and Deputy Chief Executive

(DH)

Hannah Mills

Head of Contracting and Procurement

(HM)

Rachel Pirie

Commissioning and Markets Lead for Older People

(RP)

Sakina Bi

Senior Commissioning Manager

(SB)

Julia Boyce

Assistant Director of Finance

(JB)

Jonathan Horbury

Programme Director for Oxfordshire ICP

(JH)

Jenny Simpson

Deputy Director of Finance

(JS)

Ed Capo-Bianco

Locality Clinical Director South East Oxfordshire

(ECB)

Muktak Goyal

PMO Manager

(MG)

Action
1.1

Declarations of Conflicts of Interest Pertaining to Agenda Items
GK declared that he is seconded into the BOB Integrated Care System
(ICS) as the Finance Lead. Conflict noted, however, the Chair having
consulted with other members of the Committee agreed that the
conflicted party can participate in discussion and decision. GK reported
having added this detail to the register of interests.

1.2

Confirmation of meeting quorum and decisions requiring
ratification
The Chair declared the meeting quorate.

2.1

Minutes of the Meeting held on 24th September and 24th October
2019
Minutes for 24th September were approved outside of the meeting via email. The minutes of the 24th October meeting were approved subject to
changes suggested by DH and DS.
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Purdah: The minutes of the September and October meetings will be
need to be reviewed by CM before being presented at Board and put
into the public domain as they make reference to content within the
Long Term Plan (LTP). 25/11/2019 Additional note following the
meeting: Following this meeting the minutes of both the September and
October meetings were deferred to the following Board meeting.
Action Tracker
The action tracker was reviewed and updated.
3.0

Integrated Care Partnership

3.1

Strategic Approach
Jonathan Horbury presented an update on ICP development in
Oxfordshire. In 2018, the Integrated Systems Delivery Board (ISDB)
agreed a set of vision statements set out as below:






Responsibility for resources aligned with the population base with
aligned resources managed by Oxfordshire County Council
Single budget for ‘DGH’ hospital services, mental health,
community and primary health care services
Development of integrated neighbourhood teams under
integrated leadership
Keeping people out of hospital – reducing A&E attendances,
reducing length of stay for ‘stranded’ patients
Investing in mental health services to ensure needs are met
within the overall resource available

On the 1st October the ISDB put together a workshop facilitated by Amy
Galea, Deputy Director for Primary Care and System Transformation
from NHSE, which agreed three areas for the ICP to focus on within the
first year from April 2020. These areas are set out below:




Primary care and community services integration
Mental health
Planned care and demand management (areas of worked to be
agreed)

In the ISDB taking place today, it is being discussed how to deliver the
three priority areas. It is expected this will involve exploring different
ways of working for the providers involved.
A ‘Target Operating Model’ for the ICP is being developed through a
task and finish group, and next steps will be discussed further in the
ISDB today. Also, for discussion within the ISDB is to agree principles
around delegation of the ongoing work and to empower directors and
their teams. The Chief Executives of the ICP have agreed to appoint a
managing director of the ICP. Interviews will commence on Friday 22nd
November.
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There have been strong links with the work done so far involving the
Oxfordshire County Council (OCC) and there has been ongoing
discussion around what the implications of the ICS are for OCC. OCC
have highlighted concerns that Oxfordshire resources should not leak
across county boundaries into Buckinghamshire and Berkshire through
the work of the ICS.
Advice from NHSE/I has been received that there is little specified in
terms of guidance for operating ICPs. The NHS LTP implementation
does not include ICP in terms of how they should be organised and
governed. There has been work towards establishing principles and
positive feedback has been received from NHSE/I on the work done so
far.
The ISDB is a key meeting today and the OCCG Board will receive a
briefing before the final Target Operating Model and governance
structure documents are issued. A further update on progress will come
to the OCCG Board workshop on the 19th December.
4.0

Continuing Health Care (CHC)

4.1

Review and Approval of CHC Equity and Choice Policy
The Committee considered a draft CHC Equity and Choice Policy. This
policy supports OCCG in the management of package costs for patients
receiving CHC care. The policy navigates the complex decision making
related to the individual patients’ choice to make a decision about where
they are cared for, the cost of the package, and any associated risks.
Decisions and assessments around the type of packages for eligible
patients are made by Oxford Health (OH). .The Committee highlighted
area for review/rewriting to endure greater clarity and noted that the
Quality Committee would also be considering the policy before it was
finalised and published on the CCG website.
Action: RP and SB agreed to amend the policy to reflect the changes
discussed and agreed within this meeting.

4.2

(19.46)
RP / SB

Report on Findings from the Clinical Audit to Prevent Admission to
Hospitals
RP presented an overview and update of the findings from the clinical
audit to prevent admissions to hospitals. The audit has been led by
Simon Brown, Joint Lead Commissioner for Care Homes across OCCG
and OCC. The final options appraisal is to be presented at the Finance
Committee in January subject to management agreement.
Action: WJ to add to the January Finance Committee agenda.

(19.47)
WJ

LP recommended that the clinical audit report should be linked to a
Value For Money (VFM) comparison and include metrics to compare
investments for patients in care homes against results seen in hospital
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admission avoidance against BOB. LP explained there is no reference
to the fact there is no equitable cover across all care homes despite
c£2.2m investment.
Action: RP took the comments from the Committee members and will
feed back on the requests made in this meeting.

(19.48)
RP

The Committee noted the paper and looks forward to the final report on
the clinical audit.
4.3

Updated Version of the Proposal for OCCG Approach to Care
Homes Contracts for 2020/21
RP presented the updated proposal for the OCCG approach to care
homes contracts for 2020/21. RP explained the proposal forms part of
the ongoing programme of work to manage the CHC spend. In terms of
CHC spend, one of the most substantial areas of financial pressure are
care home packages of care and OCC social care packages, where
prices are increasing. The document proposes to undertake block
contracts with care homes and presents opportunities for savings.
RP explained the proposal is to use the existing OCC framework for
commissioning care home beds and to run a CHC procurement process
for care home beds. RP reported that the proposal is being piloted for 1
year for around 35 beds (a third of people in care homes funded by
CHC).
GK suggested a request be made to the pilot that controls should be put
in place to manage void risk in terms of unused beds.
DS recommended further updates to this item should come through the
quarterly pooled budget report.
The Committee noted the paper and looks forward to the report on
results from the pilot.

5.0

Annual Operational Plan & Budget

5.1

Monthly Finance Report – Month 7
GK presented the month 7 finance report to the Committee. GK
reported pressures within the CHC and prescribing budgets which will
require ongoing careful management.
HM provided an update on the current position against the OUH
contract. HM reported there has been an improvement in OCCG’s
financial position in month 6 in terms of the over performance against
the Oxford University Hospitals (OUH) contract. HM reported on
examination of the data, activity levels are beginning to decrease back
to normal levels.
GK reported there was a meeting last week in relation to the OH
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contract and the jointly-agreed performance measures to be monitored
for the rest of the financial year. Once the performance measures are
agreed they will come to the OCCG Executive Committee in December
to discuss next steps.
Action: DS requested further assurance on the over-performance of
other NHS providers, including how substantial the over performance is
and to ensure the forecast outturn in table 2.1 of the report fully reflects
the current trend.
Action: On page 15 of the report, DS queried how the
underperformance in levels of activity for Out of Hours will impact on
core services. GK will query this with DH.

(19.49)
JS

(19.50)
GK / DH

DS noted that within page 25 of the report, in the BOB STP
Organisation View that the OUH year-to-date (YTD) position is c£12.5m
overspent compared with the plan and queried if this position was
deteriorating. GK explained providers are only allowed to reforecast at a
fixed point in the year on a quarterly basis. OUH have changed their
forecast in month 6 to say that they will not deliver their plan and will be
c£30m overspent.
The Committee noted the report.
6.0

Financial Risk and Mitigation

6.1

Assurance – Risk Register
The operational risks were reviewed by the Finance Committee
members. DS requested that the OCCG strategic risks are included in
the report to the finance committee for future meetings.
Action: WJ to ensure the review of risks include strategic as well as
operational risks.

6.2

(19.51)
WJ

Review and Update of Strategic and Operational Risks
RD highlighted that in relation to Risk 814 that ‘technical knowledge’ is
referenced in the sections for gaps in controls assurance but none of
the actions address this.
Action: RD asked Cecile Coignet for clarification on what is meant by
technical knowledge and actions to address gaps in assurance and
controls for technical knowledge.

7.0

Savings Plan

7.1

Savings Plan 2019/20
The Committee reviewed the savings plan for 2019/20.
Action: GK agreed to review the figures for medicines management
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within the savings plan for 2019/20.

GK / MG

Action: GK recommended inviting the medicines management team to
the next Finance Committee to provide an update on the budget and
activity levels, and to clarify if there have been any underlying changes
that have been made that have to control the YTD spend (Q3 cycle).

(19.54)
GK / WJ

Action: GK fed back that the current OCCG and collaborative
management arrangements at system level are not fit for purpose in
terms of delivering financial recovery. GK will highlight this as a risk and
will review what improvements can be made to the arrangements before
the next Finance Committee in January.

(19.55)
GK

GK explained the 2020/21 forecast financial deficit position for
Oxfordshire is c1.5% of combined system turnover and when added to
the national (in-built) efficiency saving of 1.6%, it results in a target in
excess of 3.0%.
DS requested that robust assurance and delivery plans to be put in
place in terms of financial recovery. DS recommended that the main
Oxfordshire organisations internal and external auditors should meet
and agree a method of undertaking a piece of work to explore the level
of confidence OCCG has in relation to delivery of financial recovery
plans across the system.
Action: GK will make contact with the other BOB ICS Chief Execs to
agree a system set of plans to deliver financial recovery. GK will also
explore the opportunity for the directors of finance and finance
committee chairs within the system to come together to explore next
steps. Once the finance committees have come together there may be a
requirement for auditors to evaluate the plans.
8.0

Pooled Budgets

8.1

Section 75 Performance – Dashboard Review
JB presented the Section 75 performance dashboard review.

(19.56)
GK

JB flagged there are 2 areas within the adult’s pooled budget which may
impact on the CCG bottom line; Acquired Brain Injury (ABI) and adult
social care abated clients.
JB fed back OCC are working towards providing evidence to show that
OCCG should be contributing more money into the Learning Disabilities
(LD) CHC clients budget. They are reviewing high-cost social care
clients and reviewing whether they should be for CHC.
The Better Care Fund (BCF) pooled budget is showing a £656k
underspend on OCCG’s side at month 6. This figure is offset in the
month 7 report with some potential challenges on disputed costs for
clients who have moved into the Oxfordshire area.
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JB flagged the Home Assessment Reablement Team (HART) service is
showing a £602k underspend at month 6. This is mostly due to patients
who are delayed in hospital awaiting the HART service and a decrease
in the number of Hospital Discharge and Reablement Service (HDRS)
episodes. The effect of this is seen in a forecast outturn underspend of
£1.4m within the HART service in the BCF budget report.
JB highlighted that there is significant overspend within the CHC
Nursing Homes planned budget within the BCF pool.
JB flagged a potential risk that 72% of the budget for eligible carers has
been spent already at month 7. The budget is to support carers by
awarding a grant if they are assessed as eligible.
The Committee noted the report and will continue to monitor the HART
service delivery closely.
8.2

Update on New Equipment Provider
JB and MA provided an update on the new equipment provider. MA
reported that the number of clients who are being supported with
equipment provision is continuing to rise within the first 6 months of this
year. There is also an increase in the amount of equipment that is being
provided to clients to support more complex care packages. One of the
main reasons for provision of more expensive equipment is to reduce
the level of care to be provided (e.g. reducing the number of carers from
two to one).
Within the new contract, the collection service is significantly more
efficient than the previous provider. This may be in part due to the
addition of a Key Performance Indicator (KPI) within the contract that
states the provider must be as efficient in the collection of equipment as
they are at delivering. Every item that is returned to the provider and is
classed as reusable attracts an 80.0% credit. Year on year, the net
spend is reduced as a result of much more efficient equipment
collection.
There is a dedicated team to monitor and ensure the cost effectiveness
of the service under the new contract. Returning of high-cost equipment
does not attract a credit, so it is important that the equipment is reused.
The team has been successful in achieving this with the help of the
dedicated full-time occupational therapist. This is shown by a cost
avoidance value of recycled items in the first 6 months of c£140k.
JB reported the budget for equipment spend is £1.8m with a forecast
outturn of £1.5m.
The Committee thanked JB and MA for the update and the service
management and performance improvements delivered.
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9.0

Contracting

9.1

Commissioning Intentions – Review Against National and Local
Priorities and Impact Assessment
GK reported that the commissioning intentions are currently a set of
statements that reflect how OCCG views the Oxfordshire Integrated
Care Partnership as it develops and presents intentions for how
commissioners will engage with partners.
GK fed back he does not feel there is enough detail within the financial
sustainability sections and there should be an overall message around
delivering value within the ‘Oxfordshire pound’. DS suggested there
could be a reference on each page, which explains the implications on
each area of the financial recovery plan. DS highlighted the need for an
agreed strategic approach to the commissioning attentions.
The Committee agreed that the commissioning intentions needed to be
strengthened in terms of value for money delivery and system financial
recovery.
Action: GK to add more detail into the commissioning intentions in
terms of value for money delivery and system financial recovery.

(19.57)
GK

10.0 Value for Money (VFM)
10.1 Strategic Approach – Review of Proposal for Decision and Metrics
to Demonstrate VFM
It was agreed this item will be brought forward to the March Finance
Committee.
Action: WJ

(19.58)
WJ

11.0 Effectiveness of the Finance Committee
11.1 Review of the Workplan
DS requested an in depth look at the savings plan for 2019/20 and for
time dedicated within the January Finance Committee to agree the
strategic approach.
GK requested for Health Needs Indices to Inform Commissioning
Investment Decisions be added to the January Finance Committee
agenda.
DS recommended moving the ‘Contracting - Section 75 Dashboard
Review’ to the March Finance Committee.
DS requested for the next contracting update to be clear on the strategic
approach to the 2020/21 round and further information to be provided
on what the underlying performance is at system level, including an
update on private providers.
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As above, it was agreed that the ‘VFM - Strategic Approach – Review of
Proposal for Decision and Metrics to Demonstrate VFM’ agenda item
will move to the March Finance Committee.
DS requested an update on the Financial Framework for ICP for each
Finance Committee meeting until the work is concluded. Any further
updates on the strategic approach of the ICP can be removed from the
Finance Committee agenda.
Action: WJ to make the suggested changes to the workplan and next
Finance Committee agenda.

(19.59)
WJ

12.0 Any Other Business
None discussed.
13.0 Date of Next Meeting
29 January 2020, 14:00 – 16:30 in Room 1, Jubilee House
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